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CONVERGENCE OF FLOWS BY POWERS OF GAUSS CURVATURE TO
TRANSLATING SOLITON
BEOMJUN CHOI, KYEONGSU CHOI, AND PANAGIOTA DASKALOPOULOS
Abstract. We address the asymptotic behavior of the α-Gauss curvature flow, for α > 1/2, with initial
data a complete non-compact convex hypersurface which is contained in a cylinder of bounded cross section.
We show that the flow converges, as t → +∞, locally smoothly to a translating soliton which is uniquely
determined by the cylinder asymptotic to the initial hypersurface.
1. Introduction
Given α > 0, the α-Gauss curvature flow (α-GCF in abbreviation) is a one-parameter family of immersions
F : Mn × [0, T )→ Rn+1 such that for each t ∈ [0, T ), F (Mn, t) = Σt is a complete convex hypersurface in
R
n+1, and F (·, t) satisfies
(1.1) ∂∂tF (p, t) = −Kα(p, t)ν(p, t),
where K(p, t) is the Gauss curvature of Σt at F (p, t), and ν(p, t) is the unit normal vector of Σt at F (p, t)
pointing outward of the convex hull of Σt.
The classical Gauss curvature flow (GCF), the α = 1 case, was first introduced by W. Firey [20] to
describe the shape of worn stones and the asymptotic behavior when it disappears. In [20], W. Firey proved
that if a closed strictly convex solution to the GCF in R3 has the central symmetry, then it converges to
a round sphere after rescaling. Later, B. Andrews [3] removed the central symmetry condition. In higher
dimensions n ≥ 3, P. Guan and L. Ni [21] obtained the convergence to a self-shrinking soliton after rescaling,
and K. Choi and P. Daskalopoulos [13] showed the uniqueness of self-shrinking soliton. Namely, a closed
strictly convex solution to the GCF converges to a round sphere after rescaling in Rn+1.
In addition to the standard case α = 1, the asymptotic behavior of the α-GCF has been widely studied.
In particular, in the α = 1n+2 case, an affine transform of a solution remains as a solution, and thus we
call the 1n+2 -GCF as the affine normal flow. E. Calabi [10] showed that a self-shrinking soliton to the affine
normal flow is an ellipsoid. (See also [8] for an alternative proof.) B. Andrews [2] obtained the convergence
of the closed affine normal flow to an ellipsoid after rescaling.
In the range of α > 1n+2 , the convergence of the closed α-GCF to a round sphere after rescaling has been
shown by B. Chow [16] for α = 1n , and by B. Andrews and X. Chen [6] for
1
2 ≤ α ≤ 1 and n = 2.
Later, for the all α > 1n+2 B. Andrews, P. Guan and L. Ni [7] showed the convergence to a self-similar
soliton after rescaling. Moreover S. Brendle, K. Choi, and P. Daskalopoulos [8] proved the uniqueness of
self-shrinking solitons. Namely, a closed strictly convex solution to the α-GCF with α > 1n+2 converges to a
round sphere after rescaling in Rn+1.
Regarding small powers α ∈ (0, 1n+2 ), the asymptotic behavior remains as an open problem. B. Andrews
classified closed self-shriking solitons in the curve case n = 1 [5], and showed the existence of non-trivial
closed self-shrinking solitons in higher dimensions [4].
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Regarding the non-compact case, the translating solitons to the α-GCF have been classified for α = 1n+2
and α > 12 . In the affine normal case α =
1
n+2 , the translating solitons are paraboloids. The n = 2 case
showed first by K. Jo¨rgens [25], and later by J.C.C. Nitsche [26] with another proof by using the complex
analysis. E. Calabi [9] extended the result for n ≤ 5, and A.V. Pogorelov [27] proved for all dimensions. S.Y.
Cheng and S.T. Yau [11] provided an alternative proof by using the affine geometry.
In [29] and [30], J. Urbas showed that every translating soliton for α > 12 is contained in a bounded
cylinder Ω × R, namely Ω ⊂ Rn is bounded. Moreover, if α > 12 then given a convex bounded set Ω ⊂ Rn
there exists a translating soliton asymptotic to the cylinder ∂Ω×R. Furthermore, for each convex bounded
Ω, the translating soliton is unique up to translations. One the other hand, for α ∈ (0, 12 ] H. Jian and X.J.
Wang [24] showed the existence of infinitely many entire translating solitons.
Recently, the authors [12] showed the convergence to a translating soliton for n = 1 and α > 12 . In this
paper, we establish its higher dimensional result for n ≥ 2 as follows.
Theorem 1.1. For α ≥ 1, let Σ0 ⊂ Rn+1 be a complete non-compact embedded convex hypersurface contained
in a bounded cylinder. Then, the α-GCF converges, as time t→ +∞, locally smoothly to a translating soliton.
Moreover, the limiting soliton is uniquely determined by the cylinder asymptotic to Σ0.
For small α ∈ (1/2, 1) we add the technical assumptions that ∫
Σ0
Kα dg and (α− 1) ∫
Σ0
PKα dg are
bounded from above, where P is defined at (2.2). Notice that
∫
Σ0
Kαdg and (α−1) ∫
Σ0
PKαdg are the total
speed and acceleration, respectively. See Lemma A.1. Our result for α ∈ (1/2, 1) states as follows:
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that Σ0 ⊂ Rn+1 is a complete non-compact strictly convex embedded hypersurface
contained in a bounded cylinder, and given α ∈ (1/2, 1) the quantities ∫
Σ0
Kαdg and (α− 1) ∫
Σ0
PKαdg are
bounded from above. Then, the α-GCF converges, as time t→ +∞, locally smoothly to a translating soliton.
Moreover, the limiting soliton is uniquely determined by the cylinder asymptotic to Σ0.
Let us remark that in order to converge a translating soliton, the initial hypersurface Σ0 must be contained
in a bounded cylinder. Jointly with L. Kim and K.A. Lee, the second and third authors showed in [15] that
if Σ0 is a complete non-compact strictly convex hypersurface embedded in R
n+1 then the unique complete
convex solution Σt exists for all time t > 0. Moreover, if Σ0 is a graph over a domain Ω0 ⊂ Rn, then each
Σt remains as a graph over the same domain Ω0 (c.f. K. Tso [28] : long time existence of closed solutions).
On the other hand, every translating soliton to the α-GCF with α > 12 is asymptotic to a bounded cylinder
∂Ω× R by [29] and [30]. Hence, it is necessary to assume that Σ0 is a graph over Ω, namely contained in a
bounded cylinder.
The technical assumption in Theorem 1.2 on
∫
Σt
PKαdg comes from the following monotonicity formula.
Theorem 1.3. Given α ≥ n−12n , a closed strictly convex solution Σt to the α-GCF satisfies
d
dt
∫
Σt
PKαdg ≥ (n−1 + 2α− 1) ∫
Σt
P 2Kαdg ≥ 0.
We notice that B. Chow [17] obtained the above monotonicity formula for the GCF (α = 1). (See the
proof of Lemma 4.3 in [17].) In the same paper, B. Chow also obtained a monotonicity formula (Lemma
5.2 in [17]) for the rescaled GCF. In [1] B. Andrews generalized the monotonicity formula for the rescaled
α-GCF. We prove Theorem 1.3 in Appendix for the readers who are only interested in the formula.
Finally, let us remark that if the domain Ω is weakly convex then the corresponding translating soliton
may have flat sides, as shown by K. Choi, P. Daskalopoulos, and K.A. Lee in [14]. However, our Theorems
1.1 and 1.2 in this paper are valid even if the limiting translating soliton is highly degenerated.
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Moreover, Theorem 1.1 holds for weakly convex solutions provided that this could be written as a locally
uniform limit of strictly convex smooth solutions. If Σ0 has flat sides, the solution Σt preserves the flat sides
for a short time by the result of R. Hamilton [22]. See also the optimal regularity of an evolving flat side for
short time [18] and for long time [19]. Even if Σ0 has flat sides, given a compact set K ⊂ Int(Ω) our proof
shows the solution becomes smooth strictly convex for a large time and converges to a translating soliton in
K ×R. Notice that the translating soliton asymptotic to ∂Ω×R is smooth and strictly convex in K ×R by
[29] and [30].
2. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, hij denotes the second fundamental form. For a strictly convex solution, one may
consider the inverse bij of the second fundamental form hij , which satisfies b
ikhkj = δ
i
j . We also denote
by dg :=
√
det g dx the volume form induced from the ambient Euclidean metric. We let S := 〈F, ν〉 and
Sx0 := 〈F − x0, ν〉 denote the support functions with respect to the origin and x0 ∈ Rn+1, respectively.
Moreover, we recall the following tensor Pij and the quantity P defined by B. Chow in [17]:
(2.1) Pij := ∇2ijKα − bmn∇mhij∇nKα +Kαhki hkj
and
(2.2) P := bijPij =
1
αKα
(∂tK
α − bij∇iKα∇jKα).
For each bounded convex domain Ω ⊂ Rn, we define uΩ : Ω → R to be the graph function of the unique
translating soliton which is asymptotic to ∂Ω × R, moving +en+1, and inf uΩ(·) = 0. The speed of this
translating soliton {xn+1 = uΩ(x′)}, say λ, is given by
λ =
1
|Ω|α
[∫
Rn
1
(
√
1 + |p|2)n+2− 1α dp
]α
.
(See (5.7) for a derivation of λ).
Proposition 2.1. For a strictly convex hypersurface, we have
∇mK = Kbij∇mhij(2.3)
∇i(bijK) = 0(2.4)
∇lbij = −bip∇lhpqbqj(2.5)
For a smooth strictly convex solutions of α-GCF, we have
∂tgij = −2Kαhij(2.6)
∂tdg = −KαHdg(2.7)
∂tν = ∇Kα = ∇iKα∇iF(2.8)
∂thij = ∇2ijKα −Kαhikhkj(2.9)
= αKαbrs∇2rshij + αKα(αbklbmn − bkmbln)∇ihmn∇jhkl + αKαHhij − (1 + nα)Kαhikhkj(2.10)
∂tb
pq = αKαbij∇2ijbpq − αKαbipbjq(αbklbmn + bkmbln)∇ihkl∇jhmn − αKαHbpq + (1 + nα)Kαgpq(2.11)
∂tK
α = αKαbij∇2ijKα + αHK2α(2.12)
∂t|F |2 = αKαbij∇2ij |F |2 + 2(nα− 1)KαS − 2Kαbijgij(2.13)
∂tS = αK
αbij∇2ijS + αKαHS − (1 + nα)Kα(2.14)
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Proof. By K = (det gij)(det hij)
∇mK = K∇m logK = K∇m log(det hij) = Kbij∇mhij .
Next,
∇i(bijK) = (∇ibij)K + bij∇iK = −bikbjl(∇ihkl)K + bijKbkl(∇ihkl) = 0.
(2.5) follows from taking a derivative on bijhjk = δik. The evolution equations (2.6) - (2.12) are shown in
Proposition 2.1 [15]. Note that
(∂t − αKαbij∇2ij)F = −Kαν − αKαbijhij(−ν)
= (nα− 1)Kαν.
Thus, we have
(∂t − αKαbij)〈F, F 〉 = 2〈F, (nα− 1)ν〉 − 2αKαbij〈∇iF,∇jF 〉
= 2(nα− 1)S − 2Kαbijgij
and, using ∇2ijν = ∇i(hjk∇kF ) = −hjkhki ν +∇khij∇kF , we obtain
(∂t − αKαbij∇2ij)〈F, ν〉 = (nα− 1)Kα + 〈F, (∂t − αKαbij∇2ij)ν〉 − 2αKαbij〈∇iF,∇jν〉
= (nα− 1)Kα + 〈F,∇Kα − αKαbij∇khij∇kF + αKαHν〉 − 2nαKα
= −(nα− 1)Kα + αKαHS.

3. Local speed estimate
We review the following Harnack estimate which was shown by B. Chow in [17],
Theorem 3.1 (B. Chow [17]). Let Σt be a smooth compact closed strictly convex solution of α-GCF with
α > 0. Then,
(3.1)
1
Kα
(∂tK
α − bij∇iKα∇jKα) ≥ − nα
1 + nα
1
t
.
Since our solution Σt is a locally smooth limit of compact closed solutions (see [15]), Σt also satisfies the
Harnack inequality. This has the following consequence:
Proposition 3.2. Let xn+1 = u(x
′, t), be a smooth strictly convex graphical solution to α-GCF, α > 0, over
a bounded domain Ω. Then,
(3.2) utt ≥ − nα
1 + nα
ut
t
and hence, for t2 ≥ t1 > 0,
ut(·, t2) ≥
(
t1
t2
) nα
1+nα
ut(·, t1).
Proof. For any 1-form Vi, K
αbij(Vi +∇i logKα)(Vj +∇j logKα) ≥ 0 and the Harnack imply
∂t logK
α + 2KαbijVi∇j logKα +KαbijViVj ≥ −nα
1 + nα
1
t
.
In other words, for any vector field U i = KαbijVj ,
∂tK
α + 2U i∇iKα + hijU iU j ≥ −nα
1 + nα
Kα
t
.
For a graphical solution of α-GCF, xn+1 = u(x
′, t), note that ∂tu =
Kα
〈−ν,en+1〉
and
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∂2ttu(x
′, t) = (∂t +W
i∇i)( K
α
〈−ν, en+1〉 ) with W =
Kα
〈−ν, en+1〉e
tan
n+1.
Here etann+1 = en+1 − 〈en+1, ν〉ν. Using this and ∂tν = ∇Kα, we check
(∂t +W
i∇i)( K
α
〈−ν, en+1〉 )
=
1
〈−ν, en+1〉
(
∂tK
α +W i∇iKα
)
+Kα(∂t +W
i∇i) 1〈−ν, en+1〉
=
1
〈−ν, en+1〉
(
∂tK
α + 2W i∇iKα + hijW iW j
) ≥ −nα
n+ α
Kα
t〈−ν, en+1〉 .
This proves the first part and the rest follows by this differential inequality. 
Proposition 3.3. Under the same assumptions as in Proposition 3.2, for each Ω′ ⊂⊂ Ω there are positive
constants t0, δ, L depending on Σ0, Ω
′, Ω such that
(3.3) 0 < δ ≤ ut := K
α
〈−ν, en+1〉 ≤ L for (x
′, t) ∈ Ω′ × (t0,∞).
Proof. We will combine Proposition 3.2 with a barrier argument. Let us assume, without loss of generality,
that Ω contains the origin and the speed of the translating soliton on Ω, call it uΩ, is λ.
Fix a small ǫ0 ∈ (0, 1/6) so that Ω′ ⊂⊂ (1 + ǫ0)− 1nαΩ. By the scaling of our equation, we have
uˆ(x′) := (1 + ǫ0)
− 1
nαuΩ((1 + ǫ0)
1
nαx′) = u
(1+ǫ0)
−
1
nαΩ
(x′)
therefore uˆ is a translating soliton over (1 + ǫ0)
− 1
nαΩ which has speed (1 + ǫ0)λ. Similarly we define
u¯(x′) := (1− ǫ0)− 1nαuΩ((1 − ǫ0) 1nαx′) = u
(1−ǫ0)
−
1
nαΩ
(x′)
and it which has speed (1− ǫ0)λ. Depending on Σ0, we may find a large L > 0 such that
u¯(x′)− L ≤ u(x′, 0) on Ω and u(x′, 0) ≤ uˆ(x′) + L on (1 + ǫ0)− 1nαΩ
and the comparison principle implies
u¯(x′)− L+ (1− ǫ0)λt ≤ u(x′, t) ≤ uˆ(x′) + L+ (1 + ǫ0)λt on Ω′ × (0,∞).
In particular, we have
0 ≤ f(x′, t) := (uˆ(x′) + L+ (1 + ǫ0)λt)− u(x′, t) ≤ 2(L+ ǫ0λt)
and
0 ≤ g(x′, t) := u(x′, t)− (u¯(x′)− L+ (1− ǫ0)λt) ≤ 2(L+ ǫ0λt).
Suppose ut(x0, t0) = C at some x0 ∈ Ω′ and t0 > 0. Then by Proposition 3.2, ut(x0, t) ≥ C η for some
η = η(α, n) ∈ (0, 1) and all t ∈ [t0, 2t0]. Then, we have
0 ≤ f(x0, 2t0) = f(x0, t0) +
∫ 2t0
t0
∂tf ≤ 2(L+ ǫ0λt0) + [(1 + ǫ0)λt0 − Cηt0]
and hence ut(x0, t0) = C ≤ (1 + 3ǫ0)λ
η
+
2L
ηt0
, proving that the bound from above in (3.3) holds for any
t ∈ (t0,+∞) and t0 fixed. We will next choose t0, depending only on λ, L, α, n, such that the bound from
below in (3.3) holds. To this end, suppose ut(x0, t0) = c at some x0 ∈ Ω′ and t0 > 0. Then Proposition 3.2
implies that ut(x0, t) ≤ γc for any t ∈ [t0/2, t0] and some γ = γ(α, n) > 1, Then,
0 ≤ g(x0, t0) = g(x0, t0/2) +
∫ t0/2
t0
∂tg ≤ 2
(
L+ ǫ0λ
t0
2
)
+
[
γc
t0
2
− (1− ǫ0)λt0
2
]
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implying that for any ǫ0 < 1/6 we have
c ≥ 1− 3e0
γ
λ− 4L
γt0
≥ λ
2γ
− 4L
γt0
.
Hence, ut(x0, t0) = c ≥ λ
4γ
if t0 ≥ 16L
λ
. We conclude from the discussion above that by choosing t0 :=
16L/λ > 0 both bounds in (3.3) hold.

On a strictly convex solution Σt we may define the Gaussian curvature K as a function of the normal
vector ν at a point p, i.e. we define K¯(ν, t) := K(p(ν, t), t) where p = p(ν, t) is chosen so that ν(p) = ν.
Using the evolution of ν, one sees that ∂tK¯
α = ∂tK
α−bij∇iKα∇jKα. Hence B. Chow’s Harnack inequality
on K (see (3.1)) implies
∂tK¯
α ≥ − nα
1 + nα
K¯α
t
which after integrated in time t ∈ [t1, t2] gives
(3.4) K¯α(·, t2) ≥
(
t1
t2
) nα
1+nα
K¯α(·, t1).
An argument along the lines of Proposition 3.3 which combines a Harnack inequality in the form (3.4) and
barrier arguments applied on the support function S(·, t) instead of the height function u(·, t), was actually
used by the authors in [12], Section 2. Following similar arguments as in Proposition 3.3 and [12], Section
2, we obtain the following:
Proposition 3.4. For any small µ > 0, there are positive constants t0, δ, M depending on Σ0, µ such that
δ ≤ Kα(p, t) if t ≥ t0 and 〈−ν(p, t), en+1〉 ≥ µ.
For given t0, there is M depending on Σ0 and t0 such that
Kα(p, t) ≤M if t ≥ t0.
Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that Ω contains the origin and define the support function
S¯(ν, t) = sup
x∈Σt
〈x, ν〉. Let ǫ0 > 0. As in Proposition 3.3, we can think of a translator on a slightly larger
domain with the speed (1− ǫ0)λ where λ is speed of the translator uΩ on Ω. We can make that this trans-
lator contains our initial surface Σ0, by shifting −en+1 direction. If S¯+(ν, t) is the support function of this
translator, by Lemma 2.6 [12] we have
S¯(ν, t) ≤ S¯+(ν, t) = C + (1− ǫ0)λt 〈ν, en+1〉 for some C(ǫ0,Σ0, α, n) > 0.
On the other hand, by inserting a translating soliton of speed (1 + ǫ0)λ inside, we know that the point
(L + (1 + ǫ0)λt)en+1 (for some L > 0) is located inside of Σt. Thus, 〈F − (L + (1 + ǫ0)λt)en+1, ν〉 ≥ 0 and
hence
−C + (1 + ǫ0)λt 〈ν, en+1〉 ≤ S¯(ν, t) for some C(ǫ0,Σ0, α, n) > 0.
In particular, we have
0 ≤ f(ν, t) := S¯+(ν, t)− S¯(ν, t) ≤ 2 (C − ǫ0λt〈ν, en+1〉)
and
0 ≤ g(ν, t) := S¯(ν, t)− C + (1 + ǫ0)λt〈ν, en+1〉 ≤ 2 (C − ǫ0λt〈ν, en+1〉).
In the meantime, note that ∂tS¯(ν, t) = K¯
α(ν, t).
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Let us prove the upper bound. Suppose that K¯α(ν0, t0) = a at some ν0 ∈ Sn− := Sn ∩ {xn+1 ≤ 0} and
t0 > 0. Then (3.4) implies that (K¯
α)t(ν0, t) ≥ η a for t ∈ [t0, 2t0] and some η = η(α, n) ∈ (0, 1). Therefore
0 ≤ f(ν0, 2t0) = f(ν0, t0) +
∫ 2t0
t0
∂tf ≤ 2(C + ǫ0λt0) + [(1 + e0)λt0 − ηa t0]
implying that the upper bound a := K¯α(ν0, t) ≤
( (1 + 3ǫ0)λ
η
+
2C
ηt0
)
=:M , whereM depends on Σ0 and t0.
This proves the upper bound.
Let us prove the lower bound. For given µ > 0, suppose K¯α(ν0, t0) = a at some (ν0, t0) with 〈−ν0, en+1〉 ≥
µ > 0 and t0 > 0. Then by (3.4), K¯
α(ν0, t) ≤ γ c for t ∈ [t0/2, t0] and some γ = γ(α, n) > 1. Hence, for
ǫ0 ∈ (0, 1) to be chosen later, there is C = C(ǫ0,Σ0, α, n) such that
0 ≤ g(ν0, t0) = g(ν0, t0/2) +
∫ t0/2
t0
∂tg ≤ 2
(
C + ǫ0λ
t0
2
)
+
(
γa
t0
2
− (1− e0)µλt0
2
)
implying that
a ≥ (1− ǫ0)µ− 2ǫ0
γ
λ− 4C
γt0
.
Now by choosing ǫ0 :=
µ
3 + µ
(hence (1− ǫ0)µ = 3ǫ0) we have
a ≥ ǫ0
γ
λ− 4C
γt0
=
µ
3 + µ
λ
γ
− 4C
γt0
for some C = C(µ,Σ0, α, n).
Therefore
a = K¯α(ν0, t0) ≥ µ
3 + µ
λ
2γ
if t0 ≥ 8C 3 + µ
µλ
.
In summary, for given µ ∈ (0, 1), there is T = 8C 3+µµλ such that Kα(ν0, t0) ≥ δ if t ≥ t0 and 〈−ν, en+1〉 ≥ µ
where δ > 0 is a constant depending on µ, Σ0, α, and n. The dependence of δ on Σ0 comes from the
dependence of λ on Ω. 
4. Local convexity estimate
In this section we will prove an estimate which gives a local bound from below on the minimum principal
curvature λmin of our solution Σt in terms of upper and lower bounds of the speed K
α. The estimate is
important later in the proof of main theorem. We need some preliminary results and we begin with a simple
observation on convex graphs.
Lemma 4.1. Let xn+1 = u(x
′) be a C2 convex graph on {|x′| ≤ 2r} and assume there is δ > 0 such that
K
〈−ν, en+1〉 > δ, where ν =
(Du,−1)√
1 + |Du|2 denotes the normal vector to the graph. Then there is C = C(δ r
−n, n)
such that
sup
|x′|≤r
u− inf
|x′|≤r
u ≤ C r.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that r = 1 and that
inf
|x′|≤1
u = u(x′1) = 0 and L := sup
|x′|≤1
u = sup
|x′|=1
u = u(x′2) > 0
with |x′1| ≤ 1 and |x′2| = 1. Since u is convex, the set A := {x′ : u(x′) ≤ L with |x′| < 2} is convex,
{|x′| ≤ 1} ⊂ A and x′2 ∈ ∂A. This implies that u ≥ L on B := {x′ : 〈x′, x′2〉 > 1 and |x′| < 2}. Also, the
convexity of u implies that for every for every x′ ∈ B,
|Du(x′)| ≥ u(x
′)− u(x′1)
|x′ − x′1|
≥ L
4
.
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It follows that the normal vectors ν =
(Du,−1)√
1 + |Du|2 , are contained in
C :=
{
v ∈ Sn : 0 ≤ 〈v,−en+1〉 ≤ 1√
1 + (L/4)2
}
.
One can roughly bound |C| ≤ cnL−1. On the other hand, note |B| = c′n > 0 and hence by our assumption
|ν[B]| =
∫
B
K
〈−ν, en+1〉dx
′ ≥ c′nδ. Since ν[B] ⊂ C, we conclude that c′nδ ≤ cn L−1 or L ≤ Cn δ−1. Recalling
that L := sup|x′|≤1 u and that inf |x′|≤1 u = 0, this finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. Let Σ = {xn+1 = u(x′), x′ ∈ Ω} be a convex graph defined on a domain Ω ⊂ Rn which
contains {|x′| < 4ρ}. Let x0 := (0, u(0)) ∈ Σ. If K〈−ν, en+1〉 ≥ δ on {|x
′| < 4ρ} for some δ > 0, then there
is C = C(δ, ρ, n) such that
〈−ν(x), en+1〉−1 ≤ C on {x ∈ Σ : 〈x− x0, ν(x)〉 ≤ ρ}.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that u(0) = 0. By Lemma 4.1, u(x′) = u(x′)− u(0) ≤ C′ρ
on {|x′| ≤ 2ρ} for some C′(δ, ρ, n). Therefore,
B2ρ(x0 + (C
′ + 2)ρ en+1)
is contained inside (above) Σ. Hence for x1 := x0 + (C
′ + 2)ρen+1, we have 〈x − x1, ν(x)〉 ≥ 2ρ for x ∈ Σ.
Therefore, if x ∈ Σ which satisfies 〈x − x0, ν(x)〉 ≤ ρ, we have
2ρ ≤ 〈x− x1, ν(x)〉 = 〈x− x0, ν(x)〉 − 〈x1 − x0, ν(x)〉 ≤ ρ− ρ(C′ + 2)〈ν(x), en+1〉
which implies the desired bound
1
C′ + 2
≤ 〈−ν(x), en+1〉.

Combining the lemmas above gives the following result which we need in the proof of our crucial estimate
in Theorem 4.4.
Proposition 4.3. Let Σ ⊂ Rn+1 be a complete convex hypersurface which is a graph xn+1 = u(x′) on convex
domain Ω ⊂ Rn. For given x0 = (x′0, u(x′0)) ∈ Σ suppose that d(x′0, ∂Ω) := 4ǫ and
K
〈−ν, en+1〉 ≥ δ > 0 on
{(x′, u(x′)) : |x′ − x′0| ≤ 2ǫ}. Then {x ∈ Σ : 〈x − x0, ν(x)〉 ≤ ǫ} = {Sx0 ≤ ǫ} is compact and there is
C = C(δ, ǫ, n) such that
1
〈−ν(x), en+1〉 ≤ C and |x− x0| ≤ C diam(Ω) on {Sx0(x) ≤ ǫ}.
Proof. The first gradient bound follows directly from Lemma 4.1 and 4.2. The second is a consequence of
the first as 〈−ν(x), en+1〉−1, 〈−ν(x0), en+1〉−1 ≤ C. 
We are now ready to prove our convexity estimate.
Theorem 4.4. For a given α > 0, let Mt = F (·, t)(Mn) be a smooth strictly convex solution of α-GCF. For
F0 := F (p0, t0) ∈Mt0 , suppose there exist constants ǫ, δ, L > 0 such that
δ ≤ Kα(p, t) ≤ L and |F (p, t)− F0| ≤ L on {(p, t) ∈Mn × [0, t0] : 〈F (p, t)− F0, ν(p, t)〉 ≤ ǫ}.
Then there is C = C(ǫ, δ, L, α, n) so that
λ−1min(p0, t0) ≤ C
(
1 + t−10
)
.
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Proof. We may assume F0 = F (p0, t0) = 0. Let S := 〈F, ν〉 be the support function. Under the α-GCF, by
(2.6) and (2.11) we have
(∂t −Kbrs∇2rs)b11 = −αKαbi1bj1(αbklbmn + bkmbln)∇ihkl∇jhmn − αKαHb11 + (1 + nα)Kα − 2Kα
≤ −αKαbi1bj1(αbklbmn + bkmbln)∇ihkl∇jhmn
Define the cut off function
η := (ǫ− S)+
and compute that
(∂t −Kbij∇ij) ln η = (nα+ 1)K
α
η
− αK
αHS
η
+
αKαbij∇iη∇jη
η2
.
For some β > 0 and γ > 0 to be chosen later, we will consider the auxiliary test function
w := ηβb11e
γ|F |2t
and apply the maximum principle to bound the maximum of ηβλ−1mine
γ|F |2t. Suppose that a positive max-
imum of ηβλ−1mine
γ|F |2t on M × [0, t0] is obtained at (p′, t′). At this point, choose a local coordinate s.t.
bij = λiδ
ij , λ1 = λmin, and gij = δij at (p
′, t′). A direct calculation using (2.14) and (2.13) shows that at
the maximum point (p′, t′) we have
0 ≤ (∂t − αKαbij∇2ij) lnw
≤ β
[
(nα+ 1)Kα
η
− αK
αHS
η
+
αKαbij∇iη∇jη
η2
]
− 1
b11
[
αKαbi1bj1(αb
klbmn + bkmbln)∇ihkl∇jhmn
]
+
αKαbij∇ib11∇jb11
(b11)2
+ 2(nα− 1)γKαS − 2γαKαbijgij + 1
t′
.
Since 0 ∈ Mt0 , note that S ≥ 0 for t ≤ t0. Moreover, S ≤ ǫ on the support of η. Using these we have
C(L, n, α) > 0 such that
0 ≤ (∂t − αKαbij∇2ij) lnw
≤ C(β
η
+ ǫγ)− 2γαKαbijgij + 1
t′
+ β
αKαbij∇iη∇jη
η2
+
1
b11
[−αKαbi1bj1(αbklbmn + bkmbln)∇ihkl∇jhmn] + αK
αbij∇ib11∇jb11
(b11)2
.
On the other hand, at this maximum point we have
∇ lnw = β∇η
η
+
∇b11
b11
+ γ∇|F |2 = 0
and therefore for fixed i (not summing over i)
(4.1)
β
αKαbii∇iη∇iη
η2
=
1
β
αKαbii
(∇ib11
b11
+ γ∇i|x|2
)(∇ib11
b11
+ γ∇i|x|2
)
≤ 2
β
αKαbii∇ib11∇ib11
(b11)2
+ 2
γ2
β
αKαbii∇i|x|2∇i|x|2
≤ 2
β
αKαbii∇ib11∇ib11
(b11)2
+ 8(sup |x|2)γ
2
β
αKαbii.
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We use the above for every i 6= 1 and plug them into (4.1). Then, there exists C = C(L, δ, α, n) such that
0 ≤ (∂t − αKαbij∇2ij) lnw
≤ C (β
η
+ ǫγ)− (2γ − 8(sup |F |2)γ
2
β
)αKαbiigii +
1
t′
+ β
αKαb11∇1η∇1η
η2
+
1
b11
[−αKαb11b11(αbklbmn + bkmbln)∇1hkl∇1hmn] +
∑
i6=1
(
1 +
2
β
)
αKαbii∇ib11∇jb11
(b11)2
+
αKαb11∇1b11∇1b11
(b11)2
.
Choosing β = 2 and γ =
1
4(sup |F |2) , we obtain
0 ≤ (∂t − αKαbij∇2ij) lnw
≤ C(2
η
+ ǫγ)− γαKαbiigii + 1
t′
+ 2
αKαb11∇1η∇1η
η2
+
1
b11
[−αKαb11b11(αbklbmn + bkmbln)∇1hkl∇1hmn] +
∑
i6=1
2αKαbii(b11)2∇ih11∇ih11
+ αKα(b11)3∇1h11∇1h11
≤ C(2
η
+ ǫγ)− γαKαbiigii + 1
t′
+
2αKαh11〈F,∇1F 〉2
η2
+
1
b11
[−αKαb11b11(bkkbll)∇1hkl∇1hkl] +
∑
i6=1
2αKαbii(b11)2∇ih11∇ih11
+ αKα(b11)3∇1h11∇1h11
≤ C(2
η
+ ǫγ)− γαKαbiigii + 1
t′
+ 2αKα (sup |F |2) 1
η
(b11η)−1.
Combining the last inequality with the bound Kα ≥ δ, we conclude that there is C = C(ǫ, δ, L, sup |F |2, α, n)
such that
b11 ≤ C ( 1
t′
+
1
η
+
(b11η)−1
η
)
.
Note that 0 < t′ ≤ t0, η ≤ ǫ and 1 ≤ eγ|F |2 ≤ e1/4. Hence the last bound yields
w(p′, t′) = η2b11eγ|x|
2
t′ ≤ C (1 + t0 + t20
w(p′, t′)
)
from which we conclude the bound
w(p′, t′) ≤ C t0
(
1 +
1
t0
)
.
The result readily follows from
w(p0, t0) := ǫ
2b11(p0, t0) t0 ≤ w(p′, t′).

Corollary 4.5. Let xn+1 = u(x
′, t), be a complete smooth strictly convex graphical solution to α-GCF,
α > 0, over a bounded domain Ω. Then, for any Ω′ ⊂⊂ Ω there exists t0 > 0 and L > 0 such that
1
〈−ν, en+1〉 , λ
−1
min, λmax ≤ L for (x′, t) ∈ Ω′ × [t0,∞).
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Proof. Let us denote 4ǫ := d(Ω′, ∂Ω) > 0. By Proposition 3.3, we can apply Proposition 4.3 and obtained
the following: there is T = T (Σ0,Ω
′, α, n) such that for every x0 = (x
′
0, u(x
′
0, t0)) ∈ Σt0 with x′0 ∈ Ω′ and
t0 ≥ T ,
(4.2)
1
〈−ν(x), en+1〉 ≤ C and |x− x0| ≤ C diam(Ω) on {Sx0(x) ≤ ǫ}
by some C = C(Σ0, ǫ, α, n). On the other hand, Proposition 3.4 gives upper and lower bounds on K
α on
the region {〈−ν, en+1〉−1 ≤ C} for large time t ≥ T ′. i.e. we have bounds on Kα on {Sx0(x) ≤ ǫ} for
t ∈ [T ′, t0]. Now we may apply Theorem 4.4 and obtain the bound on λ−1min at (x′0, u(x′0, t0) when x′0 ∈ Ω′
and t0 ≥ max(T ′ + 1, T ). The bound on λmax follows from the bounds on λ−1min and Kα.

5. Convergence to translating soliton
In this section we give the proof of our main convergence result Theorem 1.1. It will be based on the
following monotonicity formula which holds on compact solutions and is shown in Corollary A.4 in the
Appendix. Recall the notation P := bijPij , where Pij is given by (2.1).
Theorem 5.1. Let Σt be a smooth compact closed strictly convex solution of the α-GCF with α > 0. Then
(5.1)
d
dt
∫
PKαdg =
∫
(PijPklb
ikbjl + (2α− 1)P 2)Kαdg ≥ (n−1 + 2α− 1) (
∫
PKαdg)2∫
Kαdg
.
In particular, when α = 1 the last term is n+1nωn
(∫
Σt
PKdg
)2
where ωn = |Sn| =
∫
Kdg.
Proof. Shown in Corollary A.4 in the Appendix.

Proposition 5.2. For α ≥ 1, let Σt = {xn+1 = u(x′, t)} be a complete smooth strictly convex the α-GCF
on (x′, t) ∈ Ω× (0,∞) with Ω a bounded convex domain. Then for every τ > 0 and U ⊂⊂ Ω,
lim
t→∞
∫ t+τ
t
∫
{(x′,u(x′,s)) :x′∈U}
P 2Kα dg ds = lim
t→∞
∫ t+τ
t
∫
Σs∩{x′∈U}
P 2Kα dg ds = 0.
Proof. From [15], it is known that the solution is unique in the class of convex solutions and can be (locally
smoothly in space-time) approximated by smooth compact closed strictly convex solutions Σ
(i)
t , existing for
t ∈ [0, Ti] with Ti →∞. From the C∞loc space-time convergence of Σ(i)t to Σt and the positivity of P 2Kα, it
suffices to show the following statement: for given τ > 0 and ǫ > 0, there is t0 such that for each t ≥ t0, we
have
(5.2) lim sup
i→∞
∫ t+τ
t
∫
Σ
(i)
t
P 2Kα dg ds ≤ ǫ.
Claim 5.1. We can make an approximating sequence Σ
(i)
t in such a way that the following holds: for any
fixed finite time interval [1, t0], there is some large i0 such that K
α−1 ≤ C < ∞ on Σ(i)t for i ≥ i0 and
t ∈ [1, t0].
Proof of Claim. We may assume that Σ
(i)
t is contained inside Σt and that each Σ
(i)
t has reflection symmetry
with respect to {xn+1 = i}. If one follows the proof of the upper bound on K¯α(ν0, t0) for ν0 ∈ Sn− :=
S
n ∩ {xn+1 ≤ 0} in Proposition 3.4, the only requirements are an outer barrier by a translator of slightly
slower speed (1 − e0)λ and the fact that Σt contains (L + (1 + ǫ0)λt)en+1 for some L > 0 in its inside for
t ∈ [0, 2t0]. Given the fact that Σ(i)t converges to Σt locally smoothly in space-time, this assumption holds
for every t0 for large i ≥ i0. This gives the desired bound on K¯α−1(ν0, t0), for ν ∈ Sn− (recall our assumption
α ≥ 1) . The rest follows by reflection symmetry. 
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We now continue with the proof of the proposition, that is the proof of (5.2). By shifting t = 1 as the
initial time we may assume the claim holds from time t = 0. Suppose that (5.2) doesn’t hold that is there
exist ǫ > 0, τ > 0 such that for all t0 > 0 there exists t > t0 and i
′ ≫ 1 for which
(5.3)
∫ t+τ
t
∫
Σ
(i′)
s
P 2Kα dg ds > ǫ.
The Harnack inequality (3.1) and the bound in the previous claim yield that for any t > 0, we have
(5.4) J (i)(t) :=
∫
Σ
(i)
t
PKαdg ≥ − n
1 + nα
1
t
∫
Σ
(i)
t
Kαdg ≥ − nωn
1 + nα
C
t
for i ≥ i0 = i0(t). Hence, by choosing t0 := nωn1+nα 22α−1 Cǫ we have J (i)(t) ≥ − 2α−12 ǫ, for all t ≥ t0 and for all
large i ≥ i0 = i0(ǫ, α). The monotonicity formula (5.1) gives that ∂tJ (i′)(t) ≥ (2α− 1)
∫
Σ
(i′)
t
P 2Kαdg, for
all t > 0. This combined with (5.3) imply that
J (i′)(t+ τ) = J (i′)(t) +
∫ t+τ
t
∂sJ (i′)(s) ds ≥ −2α− 1
2
ǫ+ (2α− 1)
∫ t+τ
t
∫
Σ
(i′)
s
P 2Kαdg ds ≥ 2α− 1
2
ǫ.
From (5.1), we have
(5.5) ∂sJ (i′)(s) ≥ (2α− 1) [J
(i′)(s)]2∫
Σ
(i′)
s
Kαdg
≥ 2α− 1
ωn
[J (i′)(s)]2
sup
Σ
(i′)
s
Kα−1
.
Under the assumption that Kα−1 ≤ C and J (i′)(t+ τ) ≥ 2α−12 ǫ, this ODE inequality blows up in finite time
T = T (ǫ, α, C, n, t + τ). By choosing i0 sufficiently large so that K
α−1 ≤ C for t ∈ [0, T ] and Ti ≥ T for
i ≥ i0 (recall that Ti denotes the maximum time of existence of Σ(i)t ) we conclude that i′ can not be bigger
than i0. This proves the opposite inequality of (5.3) for i ≥ i0 yielding to a contradiction. 
Proposition 5.3. For α ∈ (1/2, 1), the conclusion of Proposition 5.2 holds under the additional assumptions
that N (0) := ∫Σ0 Kαdg ≤ C/3 and J (0) = ∫Σ0 PKαdg ≥ −C/3, for some C > 0.
Proof. We may choose an approximating sequence Σ
(i)
0 of our initial surface Σ0 so that N (i)(0) ≤ C and
J (i)(0) ≥ −C. Since (N (i)(t)) α1−α is concave in time (by Corollary A.5) and ∂tN (i)(t) = (α− 1)J (i)(t) (by
Lemma A.1), we conclude that (N (i)(t)) α1−α ≤M +Mt
for some M = M(C,α) > 0. Since
1− α
α
< 1, it follows that N (i)(t) ≤ (M +Mt) 1−αα , that is the function
N (i)(t) has sublinear growth rate.
Now we argue by contradiction, as in the previous proposition, and assume that there exist ǫ > 0, τ > 0
such that for all t0 > 0 there exists t > t0 and i
′ ≫ 1 for which
(5.6)
∫ t+τ
t
∫
Σ
(i)
t
P 2Kαdg ds > ǫ.
By the same argument to (5.4),
J (i)(t) ≥ − n
1 + nα
1
t
∫
Σ
(i)
t
Kαdg ≥ − n
1 + nα
(M +Mt)
1−α
α
t
.
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Hence there is t0 = t0(n, α, ǫ,M) such that J (i)(t) ≥ − 2α−12 ǫ for all t ≥ t0. Then (5.2) implies that
J (i)(t+ τ) ≥ 2α−12 ǫ. From (5.5), we derive the following ODE inequality
∂sJ (i)(s) ≥ (2α− 1) [J
(i)(s)]2
(M +Ms)
1−α
α
.
By the sublinear growth of the denominator, it can be checked that the ODE blows up in finite time
T = T (ǫ, α,M, t+ τ) if J (i)(t+ τ) ≥ 2α−12 ǫ > 0. Therefore we have the opposite inequality of (5.6) if i is
sufficiently large so that the maximum existence time Ti of Σ
(i)
t satisfies Ti ≥ T . 
Next lemma shows that the α-GCF solution with P ≡ 0 is a translating soliton as like in the result by R.
Hamilton [23] for the mean curvature flow.
Lemma 5.4. Let F :Mn × [−ǫ, ǫ]→ Rn+1 be a strictly convex smooth immersion which satisfies
P =
1
αKα
(∂tK
α − bij∇iKα∇jKα) ≡ 0.
Then F (Mn, 0) has to be a translating soliton.
Proof. We observe first that for such a solution the evolution of P in (A.7) implies that Pij ≡ 0. Let us
define
T := bij∇iKα∇jF +Kαν.
Then
∇mT = ∇mbij∇iKα∇jF + bij∇2imKα∇jF + bij∇iKα(−hjmν) +∇mKαν +Kαhmj∇jF.
Using
0 = Pim = ∇2imKα − bkl∇khim∇lKα +Kαhikhkm,
we get
∇mT = −bikbjl∇mhkl∇iKα∇jF + bij∇jF (bkl∇khim∇lKα −Kαhikhkm) +Kαhmj∇jF = 0.
Namely, T is a constant vector. Note that 〈T, ν〉 = Kα and this shows F (Mn, 0) is a translating soliton with
a velocity −T .

Proof of Theorem 1.1. In view of Corollary 4.5 and standard parabolic regularity theory, for any given
τi →∞, we may take a further subsequence (which we still denote by τi) so that
u(x′, t+ τi)− inf
Ω
u(x′, τi)→ u∞(x′, t) in C∞loc(Ω× (−∞,∞)).
By Proposition 5.2 and Lemma 5.4, xn+1 = u∞(x
′, t) on Ω × (−∞,∞) has to be a (possibly incomplete)
translating soliton. It suffices to show this is actually the unique translating soliton defined on Ω. i.e.
u∞(x
′, 0) ≡ uΩ(x′).
Let us denote u∞,0 := u∞(·, 0), and the velocity of this incomplete translating soliton is λ en+1. i.e.
Kα = λ〈−ν, en+1〉 ⇐⇒
[
detD2u∞,0
(1 + |Du∞,0|2)n+22
]α
= λ(1 + |Du∞,0|2)−1/2 on Ω.
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This implies
(5.7)
λ1/α|Ω| =
∫
Ω
detD2u∞,0(√
1 + |Du∞,0|2
)n+2− 1
α
=
∫
Du∞,0(Ω)
1
(
√
1 + |p|2)n+2− 1α
≤
∫
Rn
1
(
√
1 + |p|2)n+2− 1α =: Λ(n, α) <∞ provided α >
1
2
.
Note the equality holds if and only if Du∞,0(Ω) = R
n. i.e. when u∞,0 = uΩ.
Assume wihtout loss of generality that Ω contains the origin. Since we can apply the previous argument
for every subsequence of the sequence τi, this implies
(5.8) lim sup
s→∞
ut(0, s) ≤
(
Λ(n, α)
|Ω|
)α
=: λΩ.
In view of the argument in the first paragraph, we can always find a converging subsequence. Thus it suffices
to show
lim inf
s→∞
ut(0, s) ≥ λΩ.
On the contrary, suppose there is a sequence of time τi →∞ such that ut(0, τi) ≤ λΩ(1−8δ) for some δ > 0.
Due to Proposition 3.2, there is a small c > 0 such that ut(0, s) ≤ λΩ(1− 4δ) on s ∈ [(1− c)τi, τi]. By (5.8),
for every fixed ǫ > 0, u(0, (1− c)τi) ≤ (1 + ǫ)λΩ(1− c)τi +O(1) as i→∞. Thus
u(0, τi) ≤ u(0, (1− c)τi) + λΩ(1− 4δ) cτi
≤ (1 + (ǫ(1− c)− 4δc))λΩτi +O(1).
Choosing ǫ := 2cδ1−c , we get
u(0, τi) ≤ (1− 2δc)τi +O(1) as i→∞.
On the other hand, by considering
u¯(x′) := (1− δc)− 1nαuΩ((1 − δc) 1nαx′) = u
(1−δc)−
1
nαΩ
(x′)
and use u¯(·)− L for large L as an initial barrier as we did in Proposition 3.3, we get
u(0, t) ≥ (1− δc)t−O(1) as t→∞.
This is a contradiction and finishes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. In this case, we assume that
N (0) :=
∫
Σ0
Kαdg ≤ C
and also that
J (0) :=
∫
Σt
Pijb
ijKα dg ≥ −C
for some C <∞, with Pij := ∇2ijKα−bmn∇mhij∇nKα+Kαhki hkj . Note that for compact solutions Lemma
A.1 gives ∂tN = (α − 1)J and hence this assumption corresponds to giving upper bounds on N and its
first time derivative at t = 0. Then the proof goes same as the proof of Theorem 1.1. Except that we use
Proposition 5.3 instead of Proposition 5.2. 
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Appendix A. Monotonicity formula
Let F : Mn × [0, T ] → Rn+1 be a parametrization of a smooth strictly convex closed solution Σt of the
α-GCF. We define the entropies
(A.1) N (t) :=
∫
Σt
Kα dg
and
(A.2) J (t) :=
∫
Σt
Pijb
ijKα dg
where
(A.3) Pij := ∇2ijKα − bmn∇mhij∇nKα +Kαhki hkj .
Here, dg :=
√
det g dx is the intrinsic volume form inherited from the imbedding F . The following holds:
Lemma A.1.
(A.4)
d
dt
N (t) = (α− 1)J (t).
Proof. By equation (2.12) and (2.7),
(A.5)
d
dt
(Kαdg) =
d
dt
(Kα) dg +Kα
d
dt
dg =
(
αKαbij∇2ijKα + αHK2α −HK2α
)
dg
=
(
α bij∇2ijKα + (α− 1)HKα
)
Kα dg.
Hence
d
dt
N =
∫
Σt
(
α bij∇2ij Kα + (α− 1)HKα
)
Kα dg.
Note the following integration by part∫
Kαbij∇2ijKαdg =
∫
Kα−1Kbij∇2ijKα dg
= −
∫
bijK∇iKα−1∇jKαdg
(
by eq (2.4)
)
= −
∫
α− 1
α
bij∇iKα∇jKα dg
and therefore
d
dt
N (t) = (α− 1)
∫
Σt
(
bij∇2ijKα −
bij
αKα
∇iKα∇jKα +HKα
)
Kα dg
= (α− 1)J (t)

Theorem A.2. We have
d
dt
J (t) =
∫
Σ
(
bikbjlPijPkl + (2α− 1)(bijPij)2
)
Kαdg.
Remark A.3. Note that
(A.6) bijPij = b
ij∇2ijKα −
bij
αKα
∇iKα∇jKα +KαH
which follows from (2.3).
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Proof of Theorem. The evolution of bklPkl, shown in Theorem 3.2 [17], is given by
(A.7)
d
dt
(bklPkl) = αK
αbij∇2ij
(
bklPkl) + 2αb
ij∇iKα∇j(bklPkl) + bikbjlPijPkl + α(bklPkl
)2
.
By this and equation (A.5), we get
(A.8)
d
dt
J =
∫
d
dt
(bklPkl)K
αdg +
∫ (
bklPkl
) (
αbij∇2ijKα + (α− 1)HKα
)
Kα dg
=
∫ (
bikbjlPijPkl + α(b
klPkl)
2
)
Kα dg + I
where
(A.9)
I :=
∫ (
αKαbij∇2ij(bklPkl) + 2αbij∇iKα∇j(bklPkl)
+ α(bij∇2ijKα)(bklPkl) + (α− 1)(bklPkl)HKα
)
Kα dg.
To finish the proof of the theorem it suffices to show that I = (α− 1) ∫ (bklPkl)2Kαdg. Note that for any
two functions F and G we have the following integration by parts formula:
(A.10)
∫ (∇2ijG) (bijFKα) dg = −
∫
∇jG∇i
(
bijFKα
)
dg
= −
∫ (
∇jG∇i
(
(bijK)FKα−1
)
dg
= −
∫
bij∇jG∇iF Kα + FKbij∇jG∇iKα−1 dg
(by ∇i(bijK) = 0) = −
∫
bij∇jG∇iF Kα dg − α− 1
α
∫
Fbij∇jG∇iKα dg.
Applying formula (A.10) with F := αKα and G := bklPkl we obtain∫
∇2ij(bklPkl)
(
αKα bij
)
Kαdg = (−2α+ 1)
∫
bij∇iKα∇j(bklPkl)Kαdg.
Hence, ∫ (
αKαbij∇2ij(bklPkl)+2αbij∇iKα∇j(bklPkl)
)
Kα dg
=
∫
bij∇iKα∇j(bklPkl)Kαdg
(by eq (A.10)) =
∫ (
− (bklPkl)(bij∇2ijKα)Kα −
α− 1
α
(bklPkl)b
ij∇iKα∇jKα
)
dg.
Plugging this into (A.9), yields
I =
∫ (
αKαbij∇2ij(bklPkl) + 2αbij∇iKα∇j(bklPkl)
+ α(bij∇2ijKα)(bklPkl) + (α− 1)(bklPkl)HKα
)
Kα dg
=
∫
(α− 1)[bij∇2ijKα −
1
αKα
bij∇iKα∇jKα +HKα](bklPkl)Kα dg
(
by (A.6)
)
= (α− 1)
∫
(bklPkl)
2Kα dg.
This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
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Corollary A.4. For α ≥ n−12n , we have
d
dt
∫
(bijPij)K
αdg ≥ ( 1
n
+ 2α− 1) ∫ (bijPij)2Kαdg ≥ ( 1
n
+ 2α− 1)
( ∫
(bijPij)K
αdg
)2∫
Kα dg
≥ 0.
Proof. The α = 1 case is proven in Lemma 4.3 [17]. In the more general case, the result readily follows by
the previous Theorem, the inequality
bikbjlPijPkl ≥ 1
n
(bijPij)
2
and Ho¨lder’s inequality. 
Corollary A.5. For α > 0 with α 6= 1, we have
d2
dt2N
α
1−α ≤ 0
Proof. Recall that ddtN = (α− 1)
∫
(bijPij)K
α dg, by Lemma A.1. Hence
d2
dt2N
α
1−α = ddt
( α
1− αNtN
2α−1
1−α
)
= ddt
(− αJN 2α−11−α )
= −α(( ddtJ )N 2α−11−α − (2α− 1)J 2N 3α−21−α )
≤ 0 by Corollary A.4.

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